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VOLUME IX, ISSUE THREE MONDAY, OCTOBER26, 1998 WILLIAM & MARY SCHOOL OF LAW 
Debating Clinton's Fate 
ByBobFord 
A standing room only crowd was on 
hand last Monday October 26 to witness 
a public debate on the resolljtion of . 
"Resolved: The President of the United 
States shou ld be impeached." The 
debate on this timely topic was spon-
sored by The Institute of Bill of Rights 
Law and was moderated by Professor 
Michael Gerhardt. 
The aud ience inc luded not only 
students and professors from the law 
school, but also a significant number of 
graduate and undergraduate students 
and professors. 
The surprisingly large crowd forced 
the debate to be moved from room 124 to 
the larger capacity room 119, but there 
were still not enough seats to go around 
and the aisles filled with spectators. 
Arguing in favor of the impeachment 
resolution was Professor Alan Meese. 
Meese centered his argument around the 
contention that President Clinton 's mis-
conduct falls within the definition of 
impeachable offenses as they were 
understopd by the founding fathers. His 
main support for this argument came from 
the Blackstone Commentaries and the 
Federalist Papers. 
Opposing the resolution was profes-
sor Larry Evans from the Department of 
Government. Evans made it clear from his 
first statement that he was not there to 
defend Clinton, which he felt was a nearly 
impossible task that no one outside the 
White House was willing to attempt. 
Instead, Evans emphas ized that while 
the President ought to be punisbed for 
his misconduct, the impeachment pro-
cess was not the way to go about 'doing 
it. Evans argued that impeachment is a 
political process and that since Clinton's 
crimes were not political ones the proper 
venue in which to punish those crimes 
was in a court oflaw. 
After both speakers had completed 
their presentations the floor was opened 
for questions from the floor. Most of the 
many and varied questions seemed to be 
aimed at professor Evans. The law 
students, for some inexplicable reasons, 
shied away from questioning professor 
Meese. 
Finally the issue was put to a vote. 
While a majority favored impeachment, 
they lacked enough votes to meet the 
two-thirds requirement. 
Bushrod Moot Court Wrap-Up 
Before the Fall 
Law Review members Dennis Barghaan (3L) and Rick Weber (3L) start their 
Fall From Grace evening offthe classy way ... with Cisco (served in fine crystal, 
of course). At press time, the Amicus was unable to confirm the post-dance 
condition of either Barghaan or Weber. 
Rugless edges Driskill for title 
By Deanna Griffith Kuder 
The fmal round of the 1998 Bushrod 
Washington Moot Court Tournament took 
place on October 18, where, Laura Rugless 
(2L) was crowned champion, beating out 
the 87 other competitors who began the 
tournament last month. Laura ' s perfor-
mance barely edged out an argument pre-
sented by the second place competitor, 
Terry Driskill (2L). 
The tournament's final four was 
rounded out by Cameron Cobden (2L) and 
Eddie Hatrick (2L), who argued in Friday 
night's Semi Final round. 
The judges in the final round were so 
impressed with th~ two competitors that 
the panel was initially splitas towho should ' 
be declared the winner. After some delib-
eration, the judge,S ultimatelydec\ared Laura 
Rugless the winner. The panel specifically 
noted the emotion and power conveyed by 
her argument. 
The F inalists presented their argu-
ments to a panel offour judges, all of whom 
are alumni of William & Mary, Judge 
Poston, who acted as Chief Justice for the 
round, is the Chief Judge of the Norfolk 
Circuit Court and formerly sat on the Nor-
folk Juvenile& DomesticRelations Court. 
. He wasjoined by Daniel Lahne, the deputy 
Commissioner of the Virginia Worker' s 
Compensation Commission; Anita Poston, 
an attorney at Vanderveter & Balek in 
N orfo Ik, m em ber of th e Virgin ia Board of 
Bar Examiners, and President of the Nor-
folk School Board; and Cheri Lewis, an 
attorney in private practice in 
Charlottesville who was the first student 
to run the Bushrod tournament. 
The tournament officially began on 
September 18, when the competition packet 
was distributed. Competitors had one 
week to review the packet and determine if 
they wanted to compete. They h:ad an-
other week before the arguments began. 
The competitors were able to receive 
guidance on the form and style of their 
presentation by meeting with currentmem-
bers of the Moot Court Team. Help was 
also provided by observing a demonstra-
tion argument between Ann Haselbauer 
and Kevin Streit, two of last year's top 
competitors. 
This year's problem was written by 
David Lannetti (3L), and centered around 
a school board regulation which banned 
gang-related appareL A group of Chris~ 
tian students at the school had begun to 
wear necklaces displaying " Christ ' s 
Thorns," a somewhat atypical Christian 
symboL When this group of students 
became involved in several violent alter-
cations, the school required them to wear 
the necklaces inside their clothing. The 
students sued the school board, alleging 
a violation oftheir FirstAmendment rights 
to free speech and free exercise of religion. 
Preliminary rounds, whic~ took place 
the' weekend of October 2, allowed the' . 
competitors to argue each side of the 
problem. The preliminary rounds were 
judged by third-year membersofthe Moot 
Court Team. The scores from both of 
these arguments were averaged to narrow 
the field to 64 competitors. 
To further narrow these 64 competi-
tors to the 32 who would make up the team, . 
the student judges were assisted by fac-
ultymembers. Furtherrounds were judged 
alumni who participated in Moot Court 
while at William and Mary, local practitio-
ners, and sitting judges. 
Competitors were judged based on 
five criteria: Their opening and closing 
/ 
arguments; their knowledge of the record, 
the substantive content of their argument; 
their extemporaneous ability; and their 
courtroom presence and composure. 
Each competitor was judged by a panel 
of at least three judges, whose scores were 
combined to determine ranking. The 
judges ' scores were also normalized, in 
order to ensure that a particularly harsh 
judge or a particularly lenient judge wou ld 
not skew the results. 
In this Issue ... 
Can't come up with an idea for 
a Halloween costume? Don't 
worry, the Amicus has one for 
you ... pg. 6 
A Lettington Letter: 
This issue Robert discusses 
the three G'S: Guerillas, 
Guiness, and God ... pg. 7 
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From the Editor 's Desk 
Nobody Reads It 'Anyway 
Another week (or two, or three -- whatever) another the fact that basically no law stUdents take advantage of 
Amicus. In this issue you will find some events, some most of what the activities fees fund . alist." : 
commentary (more PSF for those who are reading the However, if you have any other complaints about I encourage those who take the tim~ to grouse about an 
articles without pictures) and a load of self-flagellation by how Fall From-Grace came off, or any good s~ggestions article to take it up with the Amicu$. Anote to the readers 
our own SBA. Never have two men been so genuinely for Barris ter's Ball, please do not be shy about speaking '-- anonymous letters to the Amicus .a~e publiCly ridiculed, 
sorry for such a minor flaw in an evening as Doug Dziak to your SBA reps. They really doJisten to suggestions. then ignored, but never, ever published. Joe has the rocks 
and Jeff Timmers are for the alcohol snafus at Fall From Also note that the meetings are open to the public. Our to put his name on his column week ~fter week. I won't 
Grace. Of course, ne'ver have two men had such a rotten SBA administration this year is making a real attempt to insult that by publishing the letters, of somebody whQ 
time at a party where everyone else seemed to be having . be better than last year. doesn't have that same commitmentto h.isor her views. So 
fu n. Never before have we had law sct ool ski. trips, quit s~nding me anonymous letters and, for the love 'of 
When asked ifhe had any fun at all at Fall From Grace, baseball games or golf tournaments. lIthe execution is God, learn to use the spell-:check. 
Timmers replied, "Umm, letme think. No. " Dziak's blood sometimes flawed, I think that charity demands thatwe . Beyond !hose few regulationsw e enforce here, we will 
pressure was still elevated Monday morning, and the consider what each of our lives would be like if, pn ~op . publish just about an¥ letter you send to the Amicus. ' 
word "Aramark" may cause an artery to melt in his brain. of everything we do now, we added yet another bia . Letters to the editor are always welcomed. Cornering the 
. . b . . . . ' . 
But from my point of view, as an uninvolved partier, it headache. The fact that SBA is doing anything besides .. edjtor.in the hall when she is d~sperately ~ing to esc'!pe 
looked like agood time was had by all. I certainly enjoyed Bar Reviews is a miracle. . tlie bqilding so that you ca,n .vent your frustratlonsy.:ith 
myself and neither of my hands were at any point empty. If you have been around a couple of years, you kno~ . your nutty political and socia.ll?eIiefs is no't ~elcome: As 
Granted, I had to resort to the questionable pleasures of that. So, on top of all of ~y other suggestions, I suggest . finals approach, my patience wapes,. as does mY.frieridli-· 
rum and club soda in the left and extraordinarily cheap red that you thank Timmers and Dziak for caring enough to ness . 
wine in the right, but I managed to double fist all night. So bother. One way you might thank them j s by dressing A few notes' of congiatul~tions are in order.. First, we . : 
if anybody cares what my opinion is (you are, after all, up as either Timmers or Dziak or both for Halloween. here atthe Amicus wo.uld like to recognize the acc.omplish-
reading my editorial) I proclaim Fall From Grace asuccess You'll fmdthem on pages six and seven of the Am icus this ments of the newly-chosen Moot Court team, the top fouT 
(at least on a personal level) . issue. Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, right? of whom are on this issue's trading cards. Notable is 
I also urge you to make your opinions known to your On a vaguely related note, my favorite bar review of Deanpa Griffith-Kucle\"'shard workin organizing and puh- , 
SBA. Ifall you have to say about Fall From Grace is that the year is Thursday, October 29 at J.M. Randall's. It licizing the tournament. Her article is front-page; her 
the drink service was inadequ~te , don't bother. Jeff and somehow manages to always be a good time, in spite of : contribution: is top notch. . . . . . . 
Doug know this, and ifyo~ have any doubts that they feel the fact that law students:attend. The food' is 6K, ~hey ' .: . Next, the Arriicus has some personal business to take ' . 
absolutely rotten about it, read their letters this time. In have several beers on tap, and they usually give us good care of. You may note the absence of the latest installment 
spite of contradictory attempts by each man to take full specials: This is a bar review that will probably be worth of "(Local) Adventures with Jeff and Rebecca. " Jeff and 
blame fortheproblem, the real blame lies with Aramarkand the drive'. That is, worth the drive for the des ignated . Rebecca tied the knot last weekend and are now Mr. and 
with the College's simplistic insistence on applying the driver who takes your drunk butt home. We here at the Mrs. Jeff and Rebecca. Congratulations to the newest 
same rules to 17 year old freshman as they apply to Amicus do not openly encourage drinking and driving. members of our staff to take on the old ball and chain. Best' 
graduate students who are universally of legal drinking Forthose of you who care about non-beer law school wishes and heartfelt congratulations come from everyone 
age. . issues, the PSF debate continues in this issue. Don here at the Amicus. 
Being treated with the same dismiss ive condescen- Martin (2L), app~rently a victim of Grogan-inspired Finally; I would like to pointoutthenewestmemberof 
sion as I was treated when I was a drunk 19 year old is a backlash, has written a reasoned response to those who our staff. Bob Ford (lL) is in the LawfPublic Policy program 
little off-putting now that I am a drunk 24 year old. I would said, "Bull" to Joe's last column. When I read the article and comes to Us with plenty of past publication experience. 
like to leave that role to my parents, but the College doesn't that Joe submitted for the last issue, I honestly believed We appreciate his help and look forward to working with 
seem to care how much more money I am spending for law that there would be a backlash, an uproar, something. him. He is now installed as Production Editor and joins 
school than the undergraduates are. We still are under the However, I was astonished -- honestly astonished -- at Managing Editor Chris Garber and I as the editorial' staff 
same honor code, the same drinking rules and pay the the apathy that the student body here at Marshall- here at the Amicus. 
same activities fees as the undergraduates do, in spite of Wythe exhibited. In the words of The Advocate, the last We are still seeking a business e~itorto join the Amicus 
i I student newspaper at the law school, maybe staff, whose responsibilities will include advertisements 
THE AMICUS I "nobody reads ,it anyway." and budget matters. This is apaidpositionandcan include 
William & Mary School of Law 
P. o. Box 8795 Williamsburg, Virginia 23187 (757) 221-3582 
"Dedicated to the complete and objective reporting of student 
news and opinion" 
Editor: Dana Loftis 
Managing Editor: Chris Garber 
Layout Ed itor : Bob Ford 
\Vriters : 
Joe Grogan 
Mark Matthews 
Rob Perez 
Mark Ramos 
Deanna Gri ffith KucIer 
Robel1 Lettingtori 
Charles Ehrlich 
. leff Polich 
Jeff Yeates 
Sari Benmeir 
Ed itoria l P oli cy 
The letters and opin ion pages of The AmiclIS are ded icated to all 
stud'ent opinion regardless of form or content. The Amicus reserves the 
right to edit fo r spelling and grammar, but not conten t. 
LWers to the Editor may not necessarily reflect the opin ion of the 
newspaper or its staff. An letters to the Editor should be submi tted by 5 
p.m.on the Wednesday prior to publication. The Amicus will not print a 
letter \\'ithout confi rmat ion of the author's name. We may. however, 
withhold the name on request. Letters over 500 \\'ords may be returned to 
the writer with a request that the letter be edi ted for the sake of space. 
I still believe that the PSF issue is commission for ads . That's negotiable -- you can accept 
pertinent. I think that we should look at a salary or work for commission. That depends on your 
where our money goes. Personally, I think - ambition, I guess. If you are interested, contact me (Dana 
that PSF is fund ing in a fairly evenhanded Loftis, 2L) at 565-4088 or through my hanging file. As 
manner, and I take the "How I Spent My always, writers are being sought to cover events and 
Summer Vacation" articles as my proof. For topics of interest. We can never have too much help. 
Pete's sake, last issue contained a picture of 
a PSF-funded excursion to the BA TF firing 
range. That is certainly not peace and love. 
I was underwhelmed by the response 
to what I thought was at least a vaguely 
controvers ial point of view espoused in the 
last "Legal Realist, II but rumor has it that the 
open ly conservative members of the law 
school community got a bit of the business 
from some PSF-supporting liberals . Joe, 
Don Martin and Dennis Barghaan all men-
tioned to me that fe llow students had taken ' 
issue with something aQout the "Legal Re- . 
Congratulations to the 
Amicus's Jeff Yeats and 
h is new wife Rebecca. 
Due to their recellt wedding, Local 
A dventureswillllot appear this week. 
FASHION SINS f rom 9 
ous column on men 's underv{ear) meaning that it is worn 
under overgannents. There are several re.asons for this, 
such as it is a relatively unattractive piece of cloth ing and 
ifwom on its own, leaves relatively unattractive (on most 
people) regions of the physique exposed. Sure, people like 
Courtney Love and Madonna can get away with wearing 
their underwear in public, but most people can ' t and 
shouldn ' t. Besides, what is there to sop up the sweat if you 
don't have a shirt on? 
10. High heels. (People may construe me as a "feminist" 
after the following tirade, however, your anxieties should 
be quelled if you continue to follow my column). High heels 
were an invention of the oppressive, evil, male race, de-
s)gned to oppress and subjugate poor, defensive, uh, I 
mean, defenseless, women just because they (the high 
heels) make women ' s legs look gopd. Poor women have 
been forced to wear these heinously uncomfortable, foot, 
leg and back injuring items, just to get jobs and dates. 
(Don' t get me started on pantyhose). I propose a return to 
the "Earth Shoe" so that we may walk in comfort, sty Ie and 
ugliness forevermore. Amen. 
~ 
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Another PSF Summer Experience 
Risavich works for 
By Mary Ann Risavich (2L) 
This summer I clerked for the 
American Center For Law & Justice. 
The American Center for Law & Justice 
is a not-for-profit public interest law firm 
and educational organization dedicated 
to the promotion of pro-liberty, pro-life 
and pro-family causes. The American 
Center deals with cases regarding First 
Amendment free speech and free 
exercise as well as religious freedom 
issues regarding employment discrimi-
nation, zoning ordinances, public ' 
school policies and local laws. 
I worked on many different cases 
this summer. One case dealt with a man 
who was charged and imprisoned for 
disrupting the peace with a weapon. 
This individual, along with a group of 
people, were holding a candlelight vigil 
outside of a pornography shop. Th6Y 
were following the local laws, but the 
police arrested this man because he was 
carrying a weapon. The weapon he was 
carrying?? It was a kitchen knife he was 
using to cut holes into Styrofoam cups 
for the candles. The American Center is 
currently defending this man. 
Another case I worked on was a suit 
the American Center brought against the 
City ofNew York and Mayor Guiliani. 
The suit was against New York City'S 
Domestic Partnership Ordinance which 
grants benefits to city employees and the 
individual they are living with if they 
sign up as Domestic Partners. The case 
is currently being litigated. 
Many of the daily calls we received 
were from parents of children who 
attended public school and felt their 
child's rights had been infringed upon in 
some manner. 
Yet Another PSF Summer Experience 
3 
conservative center 
One case was from a girl giving the 
valedictory speech at graduation who 
was told she could not use the word 
"God" in her speech. Another call was 
from a parent whose second grader was 
told that she could not use her pencils 
in school because they said " Smile, 
Jesus l:oves You" on them. 
One parent had a child whose son 
had received a failing grade on a 
history report because the child had 
written about the Pilgrims and how 
they had a strong belief in God. These 
are examples of some of the calls we 
received daily. In most cases, a 
demand letter is sent out to the 
appropriate government official 
demanding action be taken to remedy 
the unconstitutional action. If there is 
not a reply within a week, legal action is 
pursued. Usually, the official calls and 
agrees to remedy the action. In some of 
the cases where young children are . 
singled out and humiliated in front of 
their classmates, the American Center 
has requested a public apology be made 
to the child by the teacher during class. 
The American Center For Law & 
Justice deals with thousands upon 
thousands of requests for assistance. 
They act on behalf of these individuals 
pro bono. As such, they are swamped 
with work and have limited resources. 
The Public Service Fund awarded me a 
stipend which allowed me to clerk for 
this amazing organization. It was a 
tremendous feeling to be able to use 
what I had learnecLat Law School to 
he lp individuals who were having their 
Constitutional freedoms taken advan-
tage of. I was fortunate enough to be 
able to see the difference I was making. 
Gasink Locks Up the Bad Guys in New Kent 
By Dan Gasink 
I spent the summer working in a very 
small office. With a Public Service Fund 
grant paying the bills, I had the 
opportunity to be the law clerk for 
Linwood Gregory, the New Kent County 
Commonwealth's Attorney. 
New K,ent County is the rural county 
separating Richmond and James City 
County. It is the home of Colonial 
Downs and an ever increasing number 
of suburbanites from the neighboring 
cities. 
This growing population makes for a 
busy prosecutor' s office, which 
provided me with many opportunities. 
By my second week I was working on a 
murder case for the Court of Appeals 
that the Commonwealth 's Attorney 
simply did not have time to draft. 
A mere month out of my first year of 
Law School, I was thrilled to pour over 
transcripts, hold and examine evidence, 
and learn a lot of criminal procedure. It 
was an experience I could not have had 
in a larger office. 
The work ranged from fascinating to 
mundane. On good days, I interviewed 
witnesses , got to catalog evidence, and I 
sat at the counsel table helping the 
prosecutor. 
Some days I just wrote court 
documents or sifted through a mountain 
of case law Mr. Gregory wanted 
organized. 
I got to see my work, though not my 
name, in print when the chart of stolen 
property I made for a 75 indictment 
embezzlement case was blown up to 
poster size for trial. At the Judge ' s 
direction I compiled the list of embezzled 
items and their value for restitution 
purposes ; that list appeared in the Daily 
Press the following day. 
The summer challenged my beliefs 
Vice-Presidential Address 
A few well-chosen words 
By Doug Dziak 
Obviously the first order of business is 
to offer my apology for the problems with 
the bar service at Fall From Grace. It was 
my choice to recommend using Aramark to 
provide bar service and they simply did 
not handle the task. 
This was my mistake. I hope that we are 
able to correct this error by providing a 
banner event at Barrister'S Ball. I would 
also like to thank everyone who helped 
out. 
Speaking of Barrister's Ball, we are 
now in the planning stages. We want to 
return to the Williamsburg Lodge again 
this year and I wondered if anyone had 
strong feelings, one way or another, about 
the Lodge. 
It seemed that the Lodge received a very 
favorable reception from attendees last year. 
The date has not yet been decided and will 
depend on availability. We are shooting for 
a date either the third or fourth weekend in 
February. 
Bar Reviewwi ll beatJ.M. Randall ' s from 
8-11 on October 29. This has traditionally 
been a favorite location. 
We are planning a ski trip to Snowshoe, 
West Virginia the last weekend in January, 
so keep this weekend open if you are inter-
ested. 
Remember to check the board if you 
signed up for a faculty-student lunch date. 
Your lunch order must be in early! We are 
getting sandwiches from the Cheese Shop. 
about society. While my personal and 
religious beliefs hold that every person 
has an inherent dignity, I found myself 
dehumanizing some of the defendants. 
I had trouble sitting through a trial for 
a 17-year-old who raped his ll-year-old 
sister, feeling only disgust and loathing 
for the troubled young man. 
I tried to feel compassion for a 
juvenile offender whose cold attack on 
a mental .health worker was his third 
aggravated assault on an unarmed 
woman. I found myself sickened 
reading his three inch thick file . The 
calculated nature of his assaults and 
his lack of remorse made him truly 
terrifying. 
Despite his savage attacks, I had to 
remind myself he was a person and that 
he deserves to be treated as such. Thus 
said, I am relieved to know that those 
convicted of heinous crimes will be 
incarcerated for a very long while. 
The New Kent Commonwealth ' s 
Attorney' s Office was a great place to 
work. I had a variety of duties, a wide 
breath of experience, and a certain 
satisfaction from serving the 
community. My experience helped me 
reexamine my values about criminal law 
and allowed me to feel the satisfaction 
in seeing justice served. 
VIC,TORY WAITS 
'O~Nl YO·.UR FIN·GER·S .. .... 
Join The Amicus Today 
4 
SEA President Report 
Fall From Grace 
By Jeff Timmers 
The past few weeks have been quite an 
adventure in many respects for the SBA. 
I would like to first orall take this space to 
apologize for the drink shortage at last 
weekend 's Fall From Grace. 
I want everyone to know that the fail -
ure that led to th is problem lies only on t\vo 
sets of shou lders, mine and the man in 
charge of Aramark. I made the decision to 
hire Aramark as our bartenders for the 
event based in no small part on the inane 
requirements of the College administra-
. tion (NOTthe law school administration), 
and also in an attempt to keep the event as 
inexpensive as possib}e. 
I am saying this in the hope that none 
of you choose to hold Doug Dziak or any 
of the other representatives accountable 
for the problem. I wou ld like to apolog ize 
for the foul-up and let you know thatwe are 
currently about to begin the discussion 
stage with Aramark regarding what, if any-
thing, weare willing to pay fortheir ridicu-
lously inept serv ice. 
With that in mind, however, I hope 
that, aside from the drink shortage, every-
one was sti ll able to have an enjoyable 
time. I have been informed that the law 
school tally of debauchery was as high as 
usual , and I hope that everyone is looking 
The SBA liquor stockpile. 
forward to an even petter time at the 
Barrister 's Ball in the spring (at which I 
guarantee no one will be disappointed in 
the drink availability) . 
Monday, October 26, 1998 THE AMIcus 
Recap, Explanation 
We had terrific atten-
dance at the Fall From Grace 
and if we can retain thatenthu-
siasm for Barrister's it will be 
great. Along that line, we are 
currently in thedecision phase 
as to when we will able to hold 
Barrister's this spring, and one 
option which the 
Williamsburg Lodge has sug-
gested is to hold the dance on 
Saturday, January 16th. This 
is the first weekend after 
classes resume. We are very 
interested in what all of you 
think of that possibility and 
would really appreciate any 
input you have. Please can-
. tact myself, Doug Dziak, or 
any SBA Rep. with your 
thoughts on this option. 
I would also like to sin-
cerely thank anyone who gave 
some oftheirtiru.e or energy to 
the SBA during Fall From Grace 
and anyone who was kind 
enough to help set up or clean. 
Doug Dziak, Carole Hirsch, and many 
others did a fantastic job. Also, a tremen-
dous thank you goes out to Aaron Book. 
Aaron ' s assistance during the event \~/ as 
one of the few highlights of the evening for 
me, and ifany of you managed to actually 
get a drink when you wanted, and get the 
drink you actually ordered, I can guaran-
tee that you likely have Aaron to thank. 
Finally, for the past week I have been 
conducting interviews of 1 L' s for appoint-
ment to the Honor Council. Twenty-four 
1 L ' s app lied for the five spots, and I would 
like to thank every one of them. 
The decision of who to appoint has 
been the most demanding task I have 
perfonned as SBA President, solely dueto 
the quality of the candidates. After inter-
viewing the candidates, and knowing of 
the number of IL ' s running for SBA reps 
and involved in SBA committees, I want to 
extend my appreciation for their efforts. I 
only hope that they can all maintain their 
enthusiasm for this school and continue 
to r.eap the benefits of becoming involved 
in student organizations here at the law 
school. 
The SBA has planned a number of 
upcoming Bar Reviews for the next few 
weeks, the scheduleofwhich is likely to be 
in Doug Dziak ' s column in this paper. 
Thank you again for the great attendance 
at Fall From Grace, and I hope to see you 
at other SBA activities for the rem ainder of 
the semester. 
Publications Spotlight ' -_l, __ -,' . -:; > :-". :>,~::,:,:: .. ~-i- : 
Publications Spotlight 
Will iam & Mary Law Review 
Editor-In-Chief _ 
Katie Kedian 
Managing Editor 
Dennis Barghaan 
(in which a defendant is believed or al-
leged to have an extra Y chromosome that 
makes him more violent). 
Issue Two, due in February, is a mini-
symposium issue dealing with legislative 
super-majority rules, particularly in fiscal 
legislation. The main piece from that issue 
is by John McGinnis, who was a visiting 
Law Reriew is the holy grail of most professor here at Marshall-Wythe last 
lall' schools, Students spill blood, sweat semester. Professor McGinnis, from 
and tears for the opportunity to 11'Ork for Cardozo, writes the centerpiece article. 
no pa), and preciolls little credit or thanks, There are three response articles. The first 
and work the)' do, Like galley slares. If is from Lino Gragl ia at Un iversity of Texas, 
y ou've ever wondered why they do it, how the second from Lynn Baker, also at UT, 
they do it or what exactly it is, Dennis with Sam Dinkin, a noted economist. The 
Barghaan, managing editor of the Will- third response is from Beth Garrett at the 
iam & Mary Law Revielj' was graciolls Univers ity of Chicago, but now a vis iting 
enough to answer some of the mal7)' ques- professor at Harvard. 
lions that arise when Law RerieH' comes Issue Three covers the Bill of Rights 
to mind. Symposium and the subject of reconstruct-
The first order of business for Law ing liberalism. When asked why the Law 
Review is publication. Law Review pub- Review covers the symposium, ra~lerthan 
lishes [HOW MANY? 5')] issues every the Journal of Bill of Rights, Barghaan was 
year. These issues consist of articles from unsure of the answer, but theorized that, 
notable members of the legal community, since Law Review has been in existence 
most ly professors, some book review's longer than Bill of Rights, it has probably 
and the occasional student note. The next been covering the Symposium "from the 
issue should be out in a few days. beginning" and bas simply been 
Issue One will contain Mary Becker's grandfatbered in as the official organ for 
lecture regarding advocation of a new the Sympiom. 
equal rights amendment. An article from Janet Benson Forvi lie, Editor-In-Chief 
Assistant Dean at University of Florida for Bill of Rights stated, "We work very 
[GET NAME HERE] , and covers how to closely with the Institute and get funding 
enter psychiatric evidence of some new from tbe Institute, but I don't really know 
and not fully tested syndromes such as TV why Law Review covers the Symposium. 
Intoxication syndrome or XYY syndrome It has been done that way for as long as I 
know." 
[DA VEOOUGLASCOMMENTHERE] 
The lead piece for Issue five is authored 
by Jefferson Powell, professor at Duke 
Law. It is an historical piece on the framer' 
intent and presidential authority over for-
eign affairs. Another notable submission 
is MarshafI-Wythe professor Michael 
Gerhardt's review of Bruce Ackemlan's 
book. The book is titled We the People -
- Transformations. The review is titled, 
"Ackerman ia." 
An issue close to the hearts of most 
I Ls is the selection of new Law Review 
members. Exactly one-halfhour after the 
end of the last I L finals , Law Review selec-
tion begins with the packet distribution for 
write-on. For those of you who aren't 
already having panic attacks about it, write-
on is the process by which half of new Law 
Review members are selected. Write-on is 
a case comment, meaning that a case and 
supplemental materials are distributed. Law 
Review hopefuls must use the case and 
the supporting materials to "make a good 
argument as to whether or not the case 
holding or some aspect of the holding is 
correct. " 
When asked exactly what Law review 
is looking for in a write-on competitor, 
Dennis replied, "Analysis. A good cogent 
argument." He further elaborated that , 
"writing style, grammar and blue booking 
are certainly factors, but mainly what we 
are looking for is solid legal analysis." 
Anyone who wants to be on Law Re-
view must compete in the write-on compe-
tition. Eighteen students are placed on 
Law Review based on grades, but eYen 
those students must put forth a "good 
faith effort" in order to qualify. The grade-
on candidates are the top eighteen stu-
dents based on unrounded grades. The 
other 18 students are the top write-on 
competitors, grade-on candidates ex-
cluded. Roughly thirty-six students are 
accepted, though that is not set in stone. 
When questioned as to why anyone 
should put themselves through the anxi-
'ety of the write-on competition only to be 
rewarded with two years of back-breaking 
work, Barghaan had a great deal to say. 
"Everyone thinks it's a sweatshop, a 
dungeon down in the basement, a grind, 
but it's really more than that." Dennis 
continued, "I would say that 85% of the 
work I do in law school is for Law Review, 
but there is a lot of benefit that we derive 
from the experience, regardless of whether 
you are editor-in-ch iet, or managing editor 
or a staffmember." 
Dennis elaborated that, "You learn a 
lot more about writing than you learn in law 
school. It is an entrance into legal academia 
that is foreclosed in the classroom. I mean, 
not everybody wants to be a law professor 
and there IS so m~ch practical knowledge 
that has. to be taught." 
When questioned about other ben-
efits, Barghaan had more to say. "There is 
a real cameraderie among the staff. When 
you work this hard in confmed quarters 
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It don't mean a thing if 
you don't got that Swing 
By Mark Matthews 
Face it: Retro is th~e cool thing today. 
The seventies fashions that scarred so 
many of us are now the hottest thing 
among the younger set. But the really 
cool cats with real ~tyle go back to a 
time long, long ago, in a galaxy far, far 
away .. . the swing era! 
Swing and Lindy are making a 
comeback. Big band sounds are back 
with groups such as Big Bad Voodoo 
Daddy, Royal Crown Revue, Cherry 
Poppin ' Daddies, and others. Swing 
clubs are opening and regular clubs are 
offering swing nights and lessons--for a 
fee, of course. 
If you want excellent swing and 
Lindy instruction locally for a fair price, 
a member of the law school now offers 
lessons for law school students and 
faculty. Once regarded as tragically 
square by the rest of the campus (why 
do you think they put us several blocks 
away?), we now have a golden 
opportunity to be on the cutting edge. 
(If you want to impress your friends, 
point out to them that the Gap Khaki 
commercial is actually Lindy, not 
swing.) 
We in the law school are lucky to 
have among us Eric Weissman; a 
member of the United States Amateur 
. Ballroom Dance Association and 
Treasurer of the William and Mary 
Ballroom Dance Club. Eric has danced 
swing, Lindy, mambo, tango, waltz, 
foxtrot , quickstep, cha cha, hustle, 
rhumba, and jive for ten years and has 
competed in Washington, D.C. , winning 
first place in swing and mambo. He has 
instructed swing at William and Mary 
since 1996. 
"Swing and ballroom dancing 
provides a healthy and ath letic outlet 
for meeting friends and new people in a 
social setting that does not require 
drinking or smoking." Eric says. 
Before you wonder what the point of 
such a social setting is, remember, as 
George Bernard Shaw wrote, " dancing is 
the vertical expression of horizontal 
desire." Eric adds, "I have visited some 
of the l:?est swing clubs in D.C. , New 
York and Philadelphia." 
Where else can one fmd such an 
easy opportunity to meet dozens of 
either women or men in one night who 
share a common interest? Unlike 
smoke-filled bars where everyone tends 
to be on guard against unsolicited 
advances, social dancers want to meet 
new people. They literally line the 
dance floors waiting for the next 
gentleman or lady to ask for a dance. 
Having taken a swing lesson from 
Eric, I can tell you he is an excellent 
David. Heinen 
Meg'an lIogan 
M~tthew" Ku~fjn 
Cynthia·l\fcKay 
Mike. Melkerson ~ 
Mandy Padul$l 
Ehrlich takes to the Sea 
By Charles Ehrlich 
Members of the William and Mary 
Rowing Club traveled to Philadelphia 
over the Fall Break to participate in the 
Navy Day Regatta, commemorating 
the anniversary of the founding of the 
United States Navy in that city. 
Tribe crews came away with good 
results against Division One opponents 
from the U.S. Naval Academy, the 
University of Pennsylvania, and ' 
Rutgers . University and other top 
Philadelphia-area crews. 
Perhaps the most notable 
performance of the day took place in 
the Women ' s Collegiate Four event. 
Against some of the country' s top 
collegiate rowers, the combination of 
juniors Joann Atallah, Anne Carpenter 
and Rika Drea and sophomores Susie 
Littlejohn and Tycie Young, finished a 
close third. 
Results in other events were also 
encouraging, with Tribe crews finishing 
at or near the top of the non-Division 
One entries. 
instructor. When it comes to dancing 
grace, I have two left feet that are about 
as coordinated as the wheels on a 
broken grocery shopping cart, so I was 
especially grateful for and impressed by 
Eric's patience. 
Lessons are offered at 5 p.m. and at 6 
p.m. Thursdays through November in 
Alternates: 
Joseph Grogan 
Adam Bills· 
The men's Junior Varsity eight 
placed seventh, the highest non-
Division programs, William and Mary 
crews fin ished second to St. Joseph ' s 
in the men' s ev~nt and second to 
Delaware in the women' s. 
These results were particularly 
exciting particularly exciting, given that 
many of the Tribe ' s rowers did not 
make the trip because of Fall Break, 
whi le the opponents had full squads 
available. 
In all, nine crews raced for the Green 
and Gold. The trip gave team members 
a chance to gain experience and 
exposure against a high level of 
competition early in the year. 
The Tribe' s full varsity squad will 
return to Philadelphia for the Head of 
Schuylkill Regatta on October 24, and 
the novices will have their first race 
experience in Fairfax at the Head of the 
Occoquan Regatta on October 3 I . 
The main racing season takes place 
in the Spring. 
the Chesapeake A Ballroom at 
University Center. The cost is $5 per 
person. Lessons are inexpensive and 
beginners are always welcome, so come 
out and learn the dance that is setting 
the world on fire again. 
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The Amicus Presents 
SBA Halloween Masks 
INSTRUCTIONS:Cut o'ut this face 
(don't forget to cut holes to see out of), 
tape it to cardboard, and you have an 
instantHalloweenconstume. Useitfor 
parties, trick-of-treat, or to sneak-into 
the next SBA meeting. 
--,.... 
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A Lettington Letter 
Fundamentalist Terrorism' 
(and Guiness, of c~urse) 
By Robert Lettington 
One thing that has been striking me since my last little sojourn into the world'of 
the international bon mot is different ways in which the world views terrorists, 
insurgents and those of a rather violent nature gtmerally. 
Now you might be saying that this is a little serious compared to my usual fare 
bu t I, as per usual, beg to differ. On the one hand I always add a little dash of the 
dark to my view of the world, and on the other--even Africa has managed to 
produce some rather bizarre violent fellows . 
Of course there are the famous ones-- Amin, etc., but then there are the more 
obscure who are still searching for their fifteen minutes of fame. 
Who for instance has heard of my friend 's fav9urite - Wamba di Wamba? 
Now please tell me how this man expects to be taken seriously in the rape and 
pillage stakes? 
My personal favourite is a rhost unsavoury character who goes by the name of 
Innocence. Is this just a big plot for when he gets caught? 
You simply walk into the courtroom and upon being asked who you are, reply, 
" I: sir, am Innocence." 
Believe it or not, I am actually heading through the alcoholic haze to some kind 
of point w ith this. 
My point is another of this motley crew, Mr. Joseph Kony. To start with, one 
can ' t he lp but imagine if this is some fellow with a rather pointed head, but no, he 
is the spiritual leader of the Lord ' s Resistance Army. 
Much of the world lives in fear of Muslim fundamentalists , but in a small 
corner of Uganda people worry about the occasional perambulations ofthe LRA 
- as far as I' m aware, the only Christian fundamentalist guerilla group. 
I know some 'Of you are now thinking about the' Christian Coalition, but even 
they seem qu ite morally upstanding, civilized and honest in comparison to the 
LRA. . 
The LRA philosophy is that Uganda should be run strictly according to the 
Ten Commandments. The problem is that they seem to have forgotten a few. 
First, and most obviously, " thou shalt not kill" 
Of course it ' s a little hard to be a guerilla group without killing anyone, so 
they ' ve obviously decided to run the state on Nine Commandments. 
"Thou shalt no covet thy neighbour' s wife," is another tricky one, but only 
really if you include his daughter. 
The LRA have the slightly idiosyncratic habit of kidnapping schoolgirls, the 
younger the better. 
So I suppose to be safe one ought to assume that they' ll run the state on only 
Eight Commandments. I know U.S. presidents, senators, congressmen and pretty 
much any others even vaguely connected with politics seem to go in for this sort 
of sport but it's all quite legal and moral because they don ' t do it at gunpoint 
(often) and many seem to claim that they don 't lie about it either. 
It ' s possible that "Thou shalt not commit adultery" might get in the way of the 
schoolgirl proclivities too, but LRA policy is that they usually marry them. This 
might put the LRA one up on Capitol Hill, but again to be safe, I suppose one 
ought to be careful, so let 's run the state onjust the Seven Commandments·:. 
"Thou shalt not steal" would see'm to be implicated, with both the schoolgirls 
and pretty much anything else that isn ' t nailed down. 
One could try the Maasai theory that God gave us these things at the 
beginning oftime so we' re not stealing them, we' re merely reclaiming them. : 
This theory starts taking things a bit far from the Old Testament, so we're 
. down to Six Commandments. 
"Thou shalt not take the Lord 's name in vain" seems to be the crowning glory 
of the LRA, unless of course you have a fondness for them. 
So they' re going to run the state on Five Commandments. Well, a fi fty percent 
success rate isn't that bad is it? I mean, it will get you through law school after all. 
Of course the other lesson is to beware of those who are a bit too keen on any 
set of rules . Upon close exam ination Y0l.!.' 11 probably find that a fifty percent 
success rate is quite above average. . 
Well, I'm not going to reveal the level of my own adherence to theTim 
Commandments, but then I've always been a fan of positive rule enforcement. 
"Thou shalt" is much more my style that "thou shalt not." 
Of course Guiness and cigars don 't. appear in the Bible, so I can' t be in that 
much trouble. 
Robert Lettington was once a member of the Class of 1999. Now he works for 
some sort of government over in Africa someplace. He 's a Scot, so all those extra 
"u's" in this article (example: "f avourite ") are his. . 
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Reader Response 
·Martin asks: Does PSF 
have a liberal ·bias·? 
By Don Martin many conservatives and libertarians who 
The reactions I received to Joe take issue with groups like the A TF and 
Grogan ' s "Legal Realist" column in the FBI) are substantially outnumbered by 
last issue of the Amicus ranged from the number of so-called "liberal" jobs 
hysterical laughter to hysterical anger to doled out by PSF, but they do exist. 
confused apathy. While Mr. Grogan ' s So, do these rock-ribbed law enforc-
style is . .. let us say . ' . . unique, he raises ers receive their PSF hand-outs after 
some very important points. Does the proving a history of devotion to the 
public Service Fund (PSF) solely support causes of criminal justice? Hardly. 
traditionally left-wing or "liberal" causes Usually, they receive their allotments 
and, if so, should we care? after proving a history of public service . 
First of all I love PSF. I recently to primarily " liberal" causes and, most 
donated fifty dollars to PSF (before Joe ' s importantly, an appreciable amount of 
article was printed), I went to Casino time spent working for the most impor-
night and I embarrassed myselfin front of tant " liberal" organization, PSF itself. 
the law school community at the PSF date Perhaps, the "cliquishness" of the PSF 
auction. I don ' t want to attack PSF, I just cabal is the most troubling aspect of all. 
want to improve it. Like the American union bosses admired 
I supported PSF simply because I fell by many PSF members, your funding may 
it is worthwhile to support my colleagues hinge more on who you know and what 
who eschew the corporate path for loftier you've done for the "union" than on 
notions of promoting justice while taking service to other causes in the past. . 
a sizable cut in pay. If! am going to sell This bias is not just evident against 
out, at least I can help those with a conservative causes. I know students 
conscience. In this light, I must make it with fme records of public service, who 
clear that my "quote" in Mr. Grogan 's were denied funding simply because 
article was, while eerily accurate in its they wished to work for a judge. 
characterization, a complete fabrication Certainly, if government funded prosecu-
from the bowels of his psyche. tors and defense attorneys can be 
I am troubled, however, by the supported by PSF, judges should receive 
ideological slant of the PSF board and the the same benefit. There is no legitimate 
vast majority of the jobs funded by the reason for this discrimination. 
organization . While my friends on the Don' t misunderstand my opinions to 
board protest to the contrary, I just can 't say that what PSF is doing is necessarily 
see them denying funding to someone wrong. They have the right to be as lefty 
working for a public defender in order to as they want to be. My only problem is 
subsidize a life-long supporter'ofOpera- that, when I was volunteering time and 
tion Rescue. They are all good people, money to PSF, I didn ' t know that the 
but you can 't count a conservative, allocation of funding would be so 
libertarian or Republican among them, politicized. I merely thought I was 
and all those I know are passionate helping my fellow students earn money 
defend.ers of the Left. for public work in the summer. If! had 
Of course, there is no proof for my . known that people would be denied 
hunch (and it is nothing more than a funding because working for a judge 
hunch), but I believe most rational isn ' t politically correct, I would have 
students here at the law school would riever pledged money to PSF. And, until 
agree with me. When push comes to PSF answers the questions raised by 
shove, Defenders of Property Rights will myself and others (wh ich I am sure they 
not get the nod over the Sierra Club. This will , because I know them to be good 
notion underlies my frustration with the people), I will donate no more. 
timing ofMr. Grogan ' s article, because I I thank Joe Grogan for bringing this 
had planned to test the PSF waters this issue to the forefront, and I am glad to see 
Spring with applications to conservative people on both sides arguing passion-
public ' interest groups just to see what ately for their ideals. I think its great that 
would happen. Hopefully, PSF would we shed our apathetic image once in 
have proven me wrong and provided a awhile and get riled up. Feel free to talk to 
grant for a bright young I L to work for me anytime about possible improve-
the rights of Americans to bear arms or ments for PSF and, hopefu lly, increased 
own their own property, but I wouldn ' t funding. 
have held my breath. --Don Martin (2L) writes this in 
Now, in their defense, PSF members - response to Joe Grogan 's Legal Realist 
raise the specter of the ballyhooed column published in our October 5 
marksmen who get their pictures in the ' issue, "Can a Conservative Give to 
paper (and look good doing it) and PSF?" 
happen to work for a prosecutor. It is true The Amicus welcomes any reader 
that PSF funds a number of jobs with response to any of its articles or 
state and federal prosecutors. These so- columns. Comments can be dropped in 
called "conservative" jobs (there are the Amicus hanging file. 
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The Legal Realist takes on the lifeblood of our fair town 
What does 'Tourist season' really mean? 
Joe Grogan 
The Legal Realist's culturally 
insensitive phrase of the week is .. . " Irish 
Flu." As in, you went out with the boys 
of Burns St. the other night and woke up 
with a touch oflrish Flu. On the way 
home, your mind felt like it spent the 
night in a Turkish Prison, and you got 
stuck behind some necrotic couple in a 
mini-van creaking down the street at 
around 17 miles an hour. The bumper 
was emblazoned with such edifying gems 
as "I may be slow·but I'm still ahead of 
you," "'I'm the AARP, and I Live For a 
Cheap Boo-fay," and "'I'm retired, I only 
answer to my wife." (That one kills me. I 
can barely control myself.) 
So you're hurtin' and these gapin ' 
yahoos from Happyville PA are eaking 
along - "Hey Mildred, there' s a fresh-
faced young co-ed. She's twenty yards 
from the curb and the crosswalk, but we 
don' t have anywhere to be, let's stop and 
hold up traffic and take in all this great 
foliage and history and get a little bit closer 
to death right here in the street while we 
drive the ?oor kid behind us absolutely ' 
insane. This pretty young thing reminds 
me of our granddaughter, Susie, in her fIrSt 
year at State U." 
I got news for ya ' Pops, yer 
granddaughter isn't even out of bed yet, 
and when her bloodshot eyes do pry 
themselves open, she ' s roUm' rIght ov~r 
into a three foot Graphix for a little wake-
and-bake. And that ' s not the only 
Fashion 
By Sari Benmeir 
This is a little 
bit scarier than writing 
about men because 
men are such easy tar-
gets when it comes to 
attire and also because 
I am of the female per-
suasion, thus any comments I make will 
undoubtedly be aimed at me when I am 
espied at Video Update on Friday evening 
(hey, I have a kid, what'syour excuse for 
being at Video Update on Friday evening) 
wearing plastic, purple print Birkenstocks 
(with white sox), cow-print boxers and my 
favorite "G _ F _ CK Y RS LF, PICK A 
VOWEL;" T-shirt (for wearing during epi-
sodes ofPMS (the " P" standing for " per-
manent" in my case)) , checking out 
wrestling videos. 
1. Athletic shoes and socks wi!h dresses. 
Sure, you have to walk around, yah, yah . 
But, hey, there are such things as flats. 
2. Another one that's sure to offend is 
the dreaded white (or even off white or 
beige) panty hose. Yeek! Are you a nurse? 
experimenting she's up to. 
. So there they sit, hold ing up traffic as 
drool trickles down there open misshapen 
mouths, and you watch all these retired 
tourists shuffling around in suman 
mindlessness, their knuck les pulled to the ' 
ground by the \-veight of the latest horde of 
cheap, kitschy, touristy, crap they bought 
at Cracker Barrel after they shoveled the 
Grandpa Breakfast Special down their 
throats. 
"Eunice, it's I I :30, let's have lunch and 
plan dirmer." 
"Oh, Haro ld, That sounds like a 
peach." 
"We' ll fmd some chain, someplace 
exactly like every other place we go in our 
endless, peregrinating quest to expurgate 
variety, chance, originality, purpose, and 
challenge from our pathetic lives." 
"Let's go to Applebees!" 
"Oh yes, Applebees. My favorite 
place to plan dinner. When we figure out 
where the best all-you-can-eat-buffet with 
an early-bird special is, then what w ill we 
do?" 
" We' ll do what we always do, we'll 
bitch about immigrants! '" 
" Super! And that's always a great 
segue into one of our favorite all-time 
subjects: we can complain about how we 
don't get enough Social Security." 
"Yes. That is a great topic of 
conversation. Eunice, we really don' t get 
paid enough to do nothing. We are terribly 
underappreClatea . m our uselessness. 
Vestigial existence should be compe nsated 
much more handsomely." 
F aux Pas 
Then "why in the name of all that is ho ly" 
(as my dear sweet mother us.ed to say) 
would you wear someth ing that makes 
your legs look pasty and humongous . 
Plus, most men hate them. 
3. Charl ie ' s Angel's type hairdos. Amaz-
ingly enough, you still see people totihg 
around these humorous doos. Being from 
Baltimore as I am, I tend to have an affmity 
for "big hair," hon, but not on actual people. 
On dogs, maybe. Can ' t you just see one of 
Wegman's weimeraners (like Man Ray) 
with big blonde hair, duded up like Farrah 
Fawcett, or sporting a beehive doo like 
many current Baltimore waitresses . 
4. Speaking of hair, how about wigs? 
When I was growing up back befo re there 
was electricity, cars, phones,' fir e, etc., 
there was a wig fad. My mother had a 
couple wigs and my sisters and I used to 
amuse ourselves playing "George and 
Martha an~ the Other Woman," (for real) 
and wearing my mother's wigs. I think that 
was the only good use those wig s were 
ever put to. 
S. Another head item would be the hat. In 
"And there ' s no reason why young 
people should have any disposable 
incpme at all. We should take all there 
money in ttLxes to pay us to sit around or 
shop or eat or whatever." 
"Eunice, will you help me calculate a 
seven percent tip for our waitress when the 
bill comes." 
"Only if you promise to buy me a 
souven ir shirt. I want this one to say '"I 
packed on another five pounds in Colonial 
Williamsburg." 
Finally the chain starts to move and 
then you 've got a craving for something 
greasy. Though you know whatever 
establishment you choose will disappoint 
you. The throng of gapers will already 
have beaten you there. 
You'll stand before the hostess. The 
hostess and 1\'10 waiters will be right there 
in front of you. They' ll all see you. But 
none of them will offer to seat you. Not 
right away anyway. They'll look at you 
like, "This person doesn ' t actually expect 
me to work, does he? Mark Martin's 
makin' a move right now. Why don't you 
ask someone else to seat you? 
Then, your bemusement at the question 
of just how stupid and indifferent can 
these people be begins to where off. 
"Uh, scuze me. Sorry to interrupt the 
ho-down, but could I get a seat?" 
"Oh, Ofcourse. Surely, durely. Sureas 
apple pie. Come right this way sugah," 
says some beaming face now thrust before 
you and she' lJ be just as sweet as can be. 
"How are you? How ' bout this 
weather? Isn ' t it Just wonderful down 
here. Aren ' t we all just so polite and 
wonderful in our Southern hospitality? 
We're just so nice." 
Actually I don ' t want nice. 1 don't want 
to be asked about the weather. I want to 
eat. If I wanted to talk to you, I'd hang 
around the K Mart until you showed up. 
Just take my order and shut up. 
Then there ' s the whole period of time 
when the waiter doesn't show up. Then he 
shows up but doesn't take your food 
order. Now you realize why buffets are so 
popular here: they remove an entire stage 
of certain screw-ups. 
This goes on forever, but finally, .some 
kind of food arrives at your table. It ' s not 
your order, but it is something. 
At least now you know that something 
is going on in the kitchen. But you 're 
already defeated. You don ' t expect the 
right order because you've been let down 
so many times before. The first plate that 
arrives, well you just have to chalk that up 
to the whole process. "Uh, scuze me, this 
isn't what I ordered." You explain it. 
Slowly. 
It is so bad that every waiter in 
Williamsburg gets twenty percent if they 
don' t light you on fire. dump the plate of 
food on your lap, or hum Shania Twain 
when he serves you. 
Disappointed and unfulfilled, you 
return home, through a tangle of reckless 
retirees only to fmd your house infested 
with crickets, a slew of unintelligible 
messages your irritable roommate left you, 
and the certain knowledge that you ' re 
gonna do it all again tomorrow. 
Part II: Women 
specific, the large-brimmed straw hat, of-
ten trimmed with a wide, pastel or other 
tastefully coloured ribbon around the 
crown, with the ends drooping demurely 
over the brim and fluttering sedately in the 
e'en breeze. Additional adornments in -
clude feathers, plastic fruit and small birds 
and mammals in smail, tasteful cages. Who 
the hell do you think you are??? Scarlett 
O'Hara!?!?!? 
6. Highwaters. Another delightful remi-
n isce of my childhood is of standing on the 
bus stop when I was in about4th grade and 
having the delightful neigh-boor-hood 
children ask me"Areyagom' tothefiood?" 
I did not understand them at the time, but 
now I do .. And I ask the same question of 
those I see on the street in pants that allow 
daylight beween the sock top and the 
pant bottom: "Are ya goin' to the flood?" 
(see a future column wherein I will discuss 
my mental age v. my physical age). 
7. Sweaters with pictures on them. I don't 
know precisely how to describe what I 
mean . You see them in the windows of the 
ritzyCW"shoppes" selling for about $300. 
People would probably describe them as 
"whimsical." An example would be a Hal-
loween sweater with black cats and witches 
and pumpkins knit in (it's called intarsia for 
you knitting fans out there) . I don't know 
why I hate them. Maybe it's because I knit, 
and knitting such a sweater would be a 
ghastly project because of all the colors. 
Or maybe it"s just because they are unbe-
coming. Or maybe it's because they are 
- almost lawyers hideous. Or maybe it's 
because they are always seasonal. Why 
spend $300 on a sweater you can on ly wear 
once a year. Do you really have that much 
money and closet space?? Pretension . 
8. Workout clothes on people who are 
not working out and look as if they never 
have. I can't say any more without offend-
ing a whole lot of people. 
9. Along the same lines is the "jogbra" as 
an item of exposed apparel. It has always 
been my belief that the "bra" was sup-
posed to be an undergarment (see previ-
See FASHION 011 2 
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Brief Guide to Asian food in the 'Burg 
Miyako OK; Che'z Trinh 
By Rob Perez and 
Chris Matteson 
The last few 
years have 
brought several 
new places to eat 
here to the 'burg. 
Unfortunately, 
some of them don't really add much, 
I'm thinking here of the chain restau-
rants like Applebee's and Pizzaria 
Uno. They're not bad, just sort of 
boring, no real character. A little 
€"empetition for Sakura and Hayashi 
(itself a part of the recent local res-
taurant explosion) couldn't hurt, 
right? Well, it doesn ' t hurt, but I'm 
no longer so excited. 
I don't want to sound like I hated 
Miyako, that's not the case at all. 
It's actually pretty good. It's just 
not that good. The lunch box 
specials are a good value, there's a 
tot of food in each box. Along with 
the main selection, tempura, miso 
soup, salad and 2 small goyoza are 
included . . 
The bulgolgi box is very good, 
not surprising considering the Ko-
rean background of the proprietors. 
The beef is well seasoned without 
being too salty and it is very tender. 
It ' s not as sp icy as 1've had, but that 
shou ld be possible to resolve by 
asking your waiter for some extra 
heat. 
I'm not an expert in Japanese 
food, so I brought Chris Matteson 
(3L) along as an authenticity check. 
Chris was pretty disappointed. 
On one visit he felt that the rice 
wasn't cooked properly, though on 
a second visit he thought it was 
better. We agreed that the tempura 
was too oily and over-breaded. To 
be fair, Hayashi suffers from the 
same problem with its tempura. 
The shrimp yakisoba was pretty 
good but somewhat on the oily side. 
I like noodles that way but not 
everyone would agree. The saiad 
and miso soup are also quite good. 
Chris's salmon teriyaki was ,good 
and a generous amount of fish. 
The service left something to be 
desired. Chris is more of a service 
critic than I am, as long as the food's 
good I don't care too much how the 
wait staff is. Chris ordered his fish 
with the sauce on the side and it 
came out covered. I overheard 
another customer trying to make a 
substitution, and despite being will-
ing to pay a little extra, her request 
was denied . 
The sushi was not outstanding 
but it compares with Sakura or 
Hayashi. The selections are almost 
exactly the same and the prices 
aren ' t noticeably different. 
There may be potential in the grill 
set into the center of each table. It 
can be used to barbecue beef or to 
heat a hot pot, called shabu-shabu at 
Miyako. I'm a big hot pot fan, but 
$28 seemed a bit steep to me. 
Overall, Chris thought that Miyako 
deserved about a B-. I don't usually 
do grades or stars or anything like 
that, but I would have to agree with 
his assessment. 
Miyako is okay, but not outstand-
ing. Miyako made me think that the 
eating scene had been only moder~ 
ately improved. Each time I walk into 
the restaurant, passing by Chez 
Trinh, what it really makes me think 
is, "I have,n't eaten there for a while." 
Chez Trinh is one of my favorite 
' burg eateries, Unlike Miyako, it has 
been here longer than I have, but I'm 
not sure exactly how long. 
To start, I usually go with the 
asparaus and crab sopp and the 
spring rolls are usually quite good as 
well. Unless you really love them, 
. forget about egg drop, hot and sour, 
or won ton soups. They are fine, but 
not exceptional. 
Vietnamese cuisine is famous for 
ph o, a noodle soup served here with 
beef or chicken . Surprisingly, in my 
many visits to Chez Trinh I haven't 
tried it, but I have heard good things 
both from dining companions and in 
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a classic 
reviews in local papers. 
Of the main dishes I prefer the 
beef or chicken with "Lemon Herbes." 
While I wouldn't spell herbs that 
way, I will happily eat them spelled 
that way. There are several of these 
lemon grass based dishes on the 
menu and all of them are good. 
Be sure also to check the small chalk 
board by the entrance. It will list 3 or 4 
entrees and often a couple of appetizer 
daily specials. I have never had a 
special off of the chalk board which I 
didn't like. 
I'm not a big fan of Asian beer and 
Chez Trinh. tends to serve just Singha 
and Tsingtao rather than the Vietnam-
ese Beer "33" despite the latter's 
appearance on the menu. 
They do however have the French 
Fischer d' Alsace in two styles. I like 
the ale, it's a full flavored brown, 
reminiscent of Grolsch' s dark ale. The 
best part of Fischer beers though has 
to be the big, 220z. bottles with ceramic 
tops. They make great gifts for your 
favorite home brewer. 
So if you find yourself in 
Williamsburg Shopping Center (1 don't 
know, maybe you shop at Peebles or 
something) and you need some suste-
nance, go to Chez Trinh . It's not as 
shiny and new but you get a good, 
substantial meal for a reasonable price, 
and that's what eating out should be. 
Intramural Softball Tournament 
Mens' "B" LeagueChampions Fat Bacon II 
Chris Garber (3L) scores in the Co-Rec "B" quarter-finals 
Law School teams were well-represented in 
the recent W &M intramural softball tournament. 
Fat Bacon I defeated PDP Public Offenders 
on October 18 in the fmals of the Co-Rec "B" 
Division. 
Later that evening, Fat Bacon II , including 
most of the men from Fat Bacon I, defeated Your 
Mom, yet another law school team in the finals 
of the Men 's "B" Upper Bracket. Pictured at left, 
the Fat Bacon crew took two titles in the space 
of six hours. 
The Amicus does not have the results of any 
other law school teams, but would like to publish 
them as well. 
Andrew Pearson (3L) reaxes after a second-
round victory 
Ross "The Wham mer" Parr stands in for eventual 
Co-Rec "B" champs Fat Bacon I 
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Sports Karma 
What can I do to make sure the 'Cats sink this last shot? 
By Jeff Polich 
Ever since 
started this sports 
writing thing I 've 
been inundated with 
a1l sorts of sports-re-
lated questions. 
Ok, there was 
this one. Actually, I 
needed an idea for this column so I stole 
the idea from a friend. So, let's say, hypo-
thetically, someone were to ask me, "Jeff, 
what can I do to help my team win?" 
Well, there are several options. First, 
become an athlete on your team. Now, if 
you're an athlete of my caliber, I hope 
"yol,!rteam" really is "yours." Go organize 
an intramural softball team and tell the 
other players that you'll pay the entry fee 
if they let you play. 
But I think what we're really talking 
about is "your team" as in your favorite 
college or professional sports team or fran-
chise. Even if you are an athlete of the 
caliber that could play for one of these 
teams, the chance that you'll be recruited, 
drafted, traded for, or given a big free agent 
contract by this team is slim and none. Not 
that any of this matters . . You have no 
loyalty unless it' s required by your fat 
contract you lazy, stupid, ungrateful, good 
for nothing .. . 
• Sorry, Mr. Belle, but this column is 
written for the fans. One option for the 
average fan is to take out a home equity 
loan, go to all the games, and cheer your 
team on to victory. Like this ever works. 
Listen to any athlete give an interview. 
Right after he says how much he appreci-
ates the fans, he goes into this diatribe 
'!bout ~'the zone" that he gets in where he 
can't hear anything but the sound of cash 
registers chinging. 
And if you think you 're the one making 
the cash registers ching, you're wrong. 
Budweiser and other advertisers pay his 
salary. You pay the salary of the guy who 
wipes off your seat and anything th~t's 
left over pays the owner' s bar tab. 
Besides, statistics sho'Y that the win-
ning percentage for home teams is only 
slightly greater than that for visitors any-
way. Incidentally, that disparity is entirely 
accounted for by the fact that everyone 
who played for the Boston Celtics be-
tween 1950and 1990knewwheretodribble 
the ball iO that it wouldn't fall into a two 
foot crevice in their 500 year old parquet 
floor. 
So is that it then, there' s nothing we 
can do? 
Wrong. This is where sports karma 
comes in. Sports karma is the force that 
surrounds players and fans, wherever they 
are, and makes it possible for fans to have 
an impact on a game, no matter how far 
away it might be. True sports fans under-
stand that sports karma is the reason why 
its ok, productive even, to yell at a Seattle 
relief pitcher struggling in a game at Ana-
heim televised in a Baltimore sports bar. 
For those . who doubt the power of 
sp·orts karma, I give you four bona-fide 
, examples of major sporting events that I 
had a very real impact on: 
Exhibit one: It's the 1989 NCAA col-
lege basketball tournament. Since I've 
been out of diapers, Michigan has never 
made it out of the second round, despite 
some worthy teams. I decide to tell every-
one who will listen that Michigan is not 
going to win this tournament. Six games 
later, Rumeal Robinson hits two free throws 
with a few seconds left in overtime against 
Seton Hall, all at once proving me totally 
wrong and falling into my anti-karma trap. 
Exhibittwo: It' s 1992 and I'm watching 
the then Minnesota North Stars clawing 
by a vastly superior Detroit Red Wings 
team in the first round of the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs. The North Stars were up. three 
games to one and were leading by a goal 
in the second period of game five. I decide 
that my chair is unlucky and move to the 
·sofafortheremainder of the playoffs. Red 
Wings come from-behind and later ad-
vance with a convincing game seven vic-
tory. 
Exhibit three: Backtothe NCAA tour-
nament, but this time it's 1993 and I'm a 
sophomore at Michigan. In a fit of anxiety 
over the frnalgame against North Carolina 
that can only be described as sophomoric, 
I drink beer until I pass out. I am awakened 
by the angry forces of sports karma mere 
moments before Chris Webber calls an 
illegal time-out insuring a Carolina victory. 
Exhibit four: Again with the Red Wings. 
Its 1995 and the Wings are rolling through 
the Stanley Cup Playoffs. Without think-
. ing ,about the dire consequences of my 
actions I trade my only Red Wings base-
ball hat to a friend for a hat advertising 
Budweiser. The New Jersey Devils sweep 
the Wings in the Stanley Cup frnals . After 
they lose again in the Western Conference 
Finals to Colorado the next year, I start to 
More Clip 'n' Save~Marshall-Wythe Trading Cards! Collect them all!! 
wonder whether I had made such- a good 
trade. On my next trip to Michigan in 
October, 1996, I buy a new Red Wings 
baseball hat almost identical to the one I 
had traded. The lads from Motown have 
not failed to make nor failed to lose a 
Stanley Cup finals game since. And you 
thought it was the left-wing lock. 
Let me be clear that sports karma has 
nothing to do with prayer or religion. 'God 
or Allah or whomeve~ is receiving too 
many requests from both sides to pick one 
for himself or herself, and plus he or she 
has got world hunger to solve. Never ask 
God for anything more than a solid effort 
and no injuries. 
Furthermore, sports karma has its lim-
its. It's like agood kicking game. You have 
to be in the game for it to really make a 
difference. 
That aside, sports karma is a powerful 
force in the universe that can be affected 
by just about anything and anyone --
thoughts, speech, even household furni-
ture. 
But keep in mind, for every time you 
tum your lucky cap around during an 
Eagles game, there's a guy in Hoboken 
who just spelled "Go Giants" in his lawn 
with his blue and red lawnmower. Be 
aware of the force . Know when to ride it 
out. But also know·when its time to wash 
your underwear. . 
--Jeff Polich is a two-time finalist for 
the Jim ThorpeAward, whichispresented 
to the nation 's top collegiate defensive 
back. To wish him good luck or offer 
your thoughts on this column, drop a note 
in his hangingfile or that of the Amicus. 
This week: Bushrod Final Four - Don't argue with thetn 
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• Laura Rugless • 
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• Cameron Cobden • 
.- . 
. • Eddie Hatrick . • 
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The William & Mary Sports and Entertainment 
Law Society Present: 
The First Annual. 
Sports Law Symposium 
November 14-15, 1998 
Meet the Top Professionals 
in the Industry, including 
W &M alum and IMG 
founder Mark McCormack. 
Free to the College 
Community 
Theme: "Tomorrow's 
Sports Lawyer" , 
Open to the Public ($1 0 fee) 
A look at career paths in sports 
and the issues that will affect the 
industry _ in the next century. 
Applications soon to appear in 
your hanging file or see Kevin 
o 'Neill (3L) for details. 
TRADING CARDS: Moot Court Final Four 
r---~--.1111!- ·- - - - .. - ~-~o;, r-~- ""'------- - ~---- ·"~-, 
,- r •• ~, • c 1 It:~:. Eddie Hatric-k _~., .. ' ~ ~~ ,~ .. ~ Cam~ronCobden ~- _~ I ~ .:,:~' ~ Terry DriskiJl 
: . l , I I';; , - . ~I I:.··· -.. 1 
1 OneofahandfulofUVa.gradu- Arerularsightinthelawlibrary, I 1 This long-time FBI employee I 
1 ates at this law school, Eddie is Can~eron also exhibits skills of a: I and former military man had a : 
1 also one of a handful of D.C. high-tech nature; When Moot I : secret weapon at the Moot Court -I 
1 Unit~d fans running about. Cap- Court staffers were unable to I I Finals-- his son. Driskill, a father I 
I tainofarogueintramuralfootball make Fred's handy-dandy Court- I I to more kids than you could I 
: t~am, Eddie is not one to bow room 21 gizmos work, Ms . I I shake a fist at, nearly edged out 1 
1 downtothestricturesof2Lcon- Cobdenjurnpedinwiththenec- I I Laura in an all-veteran' s final. 1 
I formism. ThoughastaunchUVa. essary know-how to make those 1 I Terry apparently gets plenty of 1 
I fan, Eddie's loyalty may be con- hard drives spin. Needless to 1 I practice arguing his way to the 1 
I flicted. There are rumors that he say, she will soon be recruited 1 I upper hand in class, so Moot 1 
1 may find something about Maine into Fred's army. It ain't the I I Court was probably a breeze. I 
1 appealing. KISS armv, but it'll have to do. I I I ~-----------~ ~-----------~ ~-----------~ 
Laura knew Terry before coming 
to law school, but she had to call 
him "sir"--he was a superior of-
ficer in the military. Laura was 
aicjed in her Moot Court prepara-
tion by her nine-week-old baby. 
Laura has a secret weapon in her 
battle upthe corporate ladder. Her 
husband is a golf pro, so Mrs. 
Rugless has at least one necessary 
lawyeriogskill taken care of. Laura 
Rugless 'is this year's Bushrod 
Champion. Chicks rule! • 
.. _-----------
